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Synchronous Reserve Deployment  

The Synchronous Reserve Deployment Task Force (SRDTF) was founded in March 2021 to address potential 
improvements of two main aspects – a controlled deployment of synchronized reserves and energy price 
alignment with these actions. A more controlled deployment of synchronized reserves will improve system 
reliability during and after a reserve deployment event. The SRDTF reports to the Operating Committee (OC). 

Issue Status 

1. SRDTF participants were engaged in education about synchronized reserve deployment. 

2. SRDTF identified Interests, developed Design Components and Options for each Component as part of 
the Consensus Bases Issue Resolution (CBIR) process. 

Target Completion  

The SRDTF is expected to complete by the end of 2021 

Progress Update 

The SRDTF Problem Statement and Issue Charge was brought forward by PJM Interconnection and approved 
by the Operating Committee on March 11, 2021.  

The first meeting of the SRDTF was held on April 8, 2021. The Opportunity Statement, Issue Charge, Work 
Plan and meeting schedule were presented. An overview of how to sign up for the roster and email distribution 
list was also provided. The education was provided covering key work activities listed below: 

a. Reviewed education on what synchronized reserves are and how PJM measures performance. This 
includes both PJM actions and expected Member actions during a synchronized reserve event. 

b. Reviewed education on synchronized reserves practices, how PJM deploys reserves in Real Time 
Operations, and how PJM’s Control Center handles synchronized reserve events.  

c. Provided education on synchronized reserve deployment and measurement practices used by other 
ISOs and RTOs. 

d. Provided education on how the implementation of long term SCED changes will affect options around 
synchronized reserve events (5-minute dispatch review). 

e. Reviewed education on unit response statistics during spin events.  
 
        At the April 30, 2021 meeting, education continued and covered key work activities listed below: 
 

https://www.pjm.com/committees-and-groups/issue-tracking/issue-tracking-details.aspx?Issue=88b492a5-1547-4558-a242-456d99b87a37
https://www.pjm.com/committees-and-groups/task-forces/srdtf
https://www.pjm.com/committees-and-groups/committees/oc
https://www.pjm.com/-/media/committees-groups/task-forces/srdtf/postings/srdtf-problem-statement.ashx
https://www.pjm.com/-/media/committees-groups/task-forces/srdtf/postings/srdtf-issue-charge.ashx
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a. Provided education on upcoming Reserve Price Formation changes and how these changes will affect 
synchronized reserve clearing, pricing and events. 

b. Presented information on reserve deployment during recent spin events in 2021.  
c. Provided education on real time dispatch during synchronized reserve events.  

 
At the April 30, 2021 meeting, SRDTF began following the CBIR process: interest identification, development of 
design components and the corresponding status quo. 
 
At the June 3, 2021 meeting, SRDTF continued interest identification, development of design components and the 
corresponding status quo. SRDTF began the solution options identification at the June 3, 2021 meeting.   
 
At the July 1, 2021 meeting, SRDTF is planning to develop solution options for each component, narrow options 
and develop packages.  

Action Requested 

Send any additional interest identification, design components, edits to the corresponding status quo, and solution 
options. Moreover, send packages if you have any developed packages by June 23, 2021.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 


